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Editions of this work

partitions

Written on skin
opera in three parts, after the anonymous 13th century razo "Guillem de Cabestanh - Le coeur mangé", (2009 - 12)
Material description: 1 partition (401 p.) : 31 cm
Note: Opera for solo voices and orchestra. - English words. - Synopsis and performance notes in English. - Duration: ca. 95:00. - "One hundred and fifty copies of this First Edition [...] have been produced as a special limited edition and are numbered, signed by the composer and included in a special presentation slipcase." (half title)
Composer: George Benjamin
Librettiste: Martin Crimp
Link: catalogue
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**Written on skin in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages**

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

**Sources and references**

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16746266z
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